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Meet some of the coolest land animals on Earth, and
learn about their amazing abilities—from camouflage and
communication to super senses and use of tools. Find
out how these clever creatures and others use their
smarts and skills to thrive in even the harshest
environments.
Join Albert Einstein on his journey of scientific discovery
and see how the Nobel Prize winner forever changed
how we think about energy, gravity, and the world
around us. Kids will learn about Einstein's training, his
struggle to find a teaching job, and how he developed his
theory of relativity. The book also looks at his personal
life, including his family, emigration to America, and love
of music.
A sumptuously evocative story set in 18th century India
from bestselling author Charlotte Betts, perfect for
readers of Dinah Jefferies, Lucinda Riley and Jenny
Ashcroft. 'Romantic, engaging and hugely satisfying'
Katie Fforde on The Apothecary's Daughter India, 1798.
Beatrice Sinclair, a grieving young widow facing financial
destitution, has travelled from Hampshire to Hyderabad
to visit her brother, an employee of the British East India
Company. There, she is astonished to discover that he
has married a beautiful Indian girl and lives with his
wife's extended family in a dilapidated palace, the
Jahanara Mahal - famed for the theft of a fabled diamond
many years ago. As an outsider in an unfamiliar world,
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Bee faces many challenges - not least of all building a
new and meaningful life after the heartbreak she has
endured. Meanwhile the French and British forces
become locked in a battle over India's riches, and
matters are complicated further by the presence of the
dashing Harry Wyndam: a maverick ex-soldier and
suspected spy. With rebellion in the air, Bee must decide
where her loyalties lie . . . Reader reviews for Charlotte
Betts: 'You will never be disappointed with a Charlotte
Betts book!' Amazon reviewer 'Well-written and thoughtprovoking' Goodreads reviewer 'A fantastic story loaded
with history' Amazon reviewer
The latest Professor Astro Cat adventure is perfect for
curious young scientists who want to learn more about
the ins and outs of the human body! Are our ears
supposed to be a weird shape? Why do we sneeze?
What is the point in having skin? The human body is one
of the most complicated things in the Universe. Join
Professor Astro Cat and the whole gang as they journey
through all the wondrous parts of the human body, with
the help of writer Dominic Walliman himself! From head
to toe and everywhere in-between, there's nothing left
out of this fascinating human body odyssey!
HORRIBLE SCIENCE: SPACE, STARS AND SLIMY
ALIENS is bursting a space-hopping book of stunning
science. Zoom to the stars with Oddblob the alien, and
take part in a spacewalk that's out of this world and learn
what the moon smells like. Redesigned in a bold, funky
new look for the next generation of HORRIBLE
SCIENCE fans.
'A joy of a book - enriching, illuminating, eclectic and far
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from a conventional science read' Richard Webb, New
Scientist Books of the Year 'Carlo Rovelli's imaginative
rigour, his lively humour and his beautiful writing are
inspiring' Erica Wagner One of the most inspiring
thinkers of our age, the bestselling author of Seven Brief
Lessons on Physics transforms the way we think about
the world with his reflections on science, history and
humanity In this collection of writings, the logbook of an
intelligence always on the move, Carlo Rovelli follows his
curiosity and invites us on a voyage through science,
history, philosophy and politics. Written with his usual
clarity and wit, these pieces range widely across time
and space: from Newton's alchemy to Einstein's
mistakes, from Nabokov's butterflies to Dante's
cosmology, from travels in Africa to the consciousness of
an octopus, from mind-altering psychedelic substances
to the meaning of atheism. Charming, pithy and elegant,
this book is the perfect gateway to the universe of one of
the most influential scientists of our age.
A new series of illustrated books specifically designed for
children in elementary education, narrating the stories of
those great historical figures who have left their mark on
humanity in fields such as science, art, exploration,
music and other subjects. Young readers will be able to
read all about these famous people's main
achievements, experiencing the main steps of their lives
through Isabel Munoz's engaging illustrations, and
finding out some curious facts about their work and
success. In the six volumes of the series, children will be
fascinated by the genial and revolutionary intuition of
Einstein, Leonardo da Vinci's vast breadth of expertise,
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the incredible discoveries about space made by Galileo
Galilei, Mozart's infinite musical creativity, the
masterpieces created by Picasso and Van Gogh. There
is an index at the end of each volume listing the main
biographical events and some simple quizzes will help
children to further understand and test their knowledge.
This exciting adventure story follows a family of slaves in
the USA in 1860 as they escape from a cotton plantation
via the legendary Underground Railroad. An enthralling
story of courage and resilience, centring on 10-year-old
Tommy, it will fascinate children who might not know
much about this secret escape route into Canada that
was used by as many as 100,000 people. Ten-year-old
Tommy roams the cotton fields of Alabama owned by the
notorious Captain Archer. Intimidating guards with fierce
dogs protect the land to prevent any slaves from leaving.
That is until a supernatural spirit visits Tommy offering a
way out. With his banjo slung over his shoulder, Peg Leg
Joe guides Tommy, his family and other slaves out of
Southern USA, and into Canada through the legendary
Underground Railroads. Stretched for miles across the
country's vastness, the network famously facilitated more
than 100,000 slaves to a new life. For Tommy and his
family, the escape is far from an easy ride. The young
boy is forced to mature through this testing period and
allow his strong will to guide himself and others to safety
under the guidance of Peg Leg Joe. Set in the 19th
century, D'Adamo's well-constructed novel tells a story
distant in time, remains grounded in a reality that still
exists today. Millions of people across the globe continue
to be enslaved, including children.
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What is healing? What really determines it? How can we
make it happen? It is increasingly clear that there is not just
one single kind of medicine and that paths to healing flow
through the integration of multiple pieces of knowledge and
the combination of many perspectives. In light of the latest
research into neurophysiology, psyche science and quantum
physics, this book outlines the seven principles of the
powerful interaction between psyche and body in healing
processes, providing scientific answers to questions about the
mechanisms which trigger it and identifying therapies that
allow us to turn these internal switches on. This is
demonstrated through reflections, examples, and real cases
shared by the author, a psychiatrist and doctor who has
completed several rigorous trainings but maintains an open
mind and has been committed for more than 15 years to seek
healing of serious illnesses in the psychosomatic unit by
using therapeutic synergies that strengthen official care
practices with innovative treatments, with her passionate work
to painlessly repair suffering, with the patient, or rather the
person, always and constantly at the centre.
A gripping thriller featuring Atlee Pine, FBI Special Agent, by
internationally bestselling author David Baldacci.
Kamo won't get on a bike. Not even his friend's grandfather's
classic. He says he has a bad feeling - it turns out he was
right. As he lies in his hospital bed it seems to his friends that
their funny, crazy pal is turning into someone else - someone
firece and strong who can escape from anywhere.
A trio of unforgettable stories from the superstitious Italian
province of Campania In Campania fizzy drinks are delivered
by cart, old women sell gold to a furtive clientele, and the
tobacconist’s daughter is a prize beyond imagining. In the
first tale, “I am Super Legend,” a local team of beer-swilling,
smoking, perennial losers is dragged toward the dubiously
prestigious championship by the coach’s son, who becomes
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cursed by his nickname, Super Legend. In “Look at Me,” a
motherless boy tries to help his father’s best friend, the mute
Cesare, who has fallen in love with their housekeeper Silvia.
And in “The Child Comes Home,” a young boy disappears,
and his mother – after losing everything and being forced to
take up her grandmother’s questionably legal profession – is
consoled by her bickering sisters-in-law and her undying wish
to hear her son’s knock on the front door... A sublime mixture
of humour and pathos, and brimming with colourful
characters, I Stole the Rain is a delightful collection from one
of Italy’s pre-eminent storytellers. Elisa Ruotolo is a Classics
teacher who has published several short stories. I Stole the
Rain is her first collection. ‘Armed with a frightening mastery
over the complicated landscape of human emotions and an
ability to stunning portray them with crisp, concise prose,
Ruotolo has managed to pull off a near impossible balancing
act. She’s created a set of fictional pieces so believable that
they breathe on their own, and so inspired by life that word by
word they force the reader to experience every glorious
moment of their existence.’ Typographical Era ‘By the end of
the book one feels as if a lifetime in stories has passed by in
the blink of an eye. The prose is sharp, witty, and
transcendent, and the characters remain long after the stories
have been read and reread.’ Necessary Fiction
In this book, the Anne Frank Foundation has answered the
questions asked most frequently about Anne Frank, the
persecution of Jews and World War II.The Anne Frank
Foundation has compiled the questions asked by children
and young people over several years. In this book we answer
the questions asked most frequently about Anne Frank, the
persecution of Jews and World War II.But you might have a
few more questions too? Sometimes the answers can be
found in Annes life story, sometimes in the special half
pages with extra information. With about a hundred
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photographs, as well as the beautiful illustrations created by
Huck Scarry for this book, you are given an impressive
picture of Annes life, her diary and the Secret Annex.
Everything about Anne for your essay or your presentation.
Ask me what I like? What do you like? A father and daughter
walk through their neighborhood, brimming with questions as
they explore their world. With so many things to enjoy, and so
many ways to ask—and talk—about them, it's a snapshot of an
ordinary day in a world that's anything but. This story is a
heartwarming and inviting picture book with a tenderly written
story by Bernard Waber and glorious illustrations by Suzy
Lee.
Geronimo's seventh quest in the Kingdom of Fantasy! I,
Geronimo Stilton, was so excited to find myself in the
Kingdom of Fantasy for a seventh time. Blossom, Queen of
the Fairies, needed me to find the seven enchanted charms
before the Wizard of the Black Pearl could get to them! Seven
guardians across the realm protected each charm. When
combined, the charms would bring enormouse power -- which
the evil wizard was after. Squeak! Could I survive the dangers
of new kingdoms and mysterious creatures to find the charms
and save the Kingdom of Fantasy? I was up for the
challenge!
Paperback edition of ground-breaking new theory of
information processing.

A heart-breaking, heart-warming novel for everyone
of 10 and older – this book will probably make you
cry, and will definitely make you laugh.
The inspiring true story of Greta Thunberg, a young
eco-activist whose persistence sparked a global
movement. You are never too young to make a
difference. Ever since she learned about climate
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change, Greta Thunberg couldn’t understand why
politicians weren’t treating it as an emergency. In
August 2018, temperatures in Sweden reached
record highs, fires raged across the country, and
fifteen-year-old Greta decided to stop waiting for
political leaders to take action. Instead of going to
school on Friday, she made a sign and went on
strike in front of Stockholm’s parliament building.
Greta’s solo protest grew into the global Fridays for
Future—or School Strike 4 Climate—movement, which
millions have now joined. She has spoken at COP24
(the UN summit on climate change) and has been
nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize. This timely,
unofficial biography is her story, but also that of
many others around the world willing to fight against
the indifference of the powerful for a better future.
The lives of four young people in very different
circumstances are changed by their encounters with
a mysterious library card that introduces them to the
world of books and reading. Reprint.
The Cambridge IGCSE® Combined and Coordinated Sciences series is tailored to the 0653 and
0654 syllabuses for first examination in 2019, and all
components of the series are endorsed by
Cambridge International Examinations. This Biology
Workbook is tailored to the Cambridge IGCSE®
Combined Science 0653 and Co-ordinated Sciences
0654 syllabuses for first examination in 2019 and is
endorsed for learner support by Cambridge
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International Examinations. Covering both the Core
and the Supplement material, this workbook contains
exercises arranged in the same order as the
coursebook and are clearly marked according to the
syllabus they cover. Developing students' scientific
skills, these exercises are complemented by selfassessment checklists to help them evaluate their
work as they go. Answers are provided at the back
of the book.
Country of Origin: France This is a book for all sports
lovers. Whether you prefer football or rugby, whether
you want to be world champion or just play for funyou'll learn all the secrets of the sporting world.
In London, at Christmas time in 1870, a strange
message in the classified ads leads the three young
detectives to murders that appear to be connected
with the Scarlet Rose Gang, whose leader was killed
years before.
Detailed and accurate black-and-white line drawings
depict the lush beauties of 37 botanical gardens
throughout the United States and Canada.
Educational fun for nature lovers of all ages.
Captions.
Stanford mathematician and NPR Math Guy Keith
Devlin explains why, fun aside, video games are the
ideal medium to teach middle-school math. Aimed
primarily at teachers and education researchers, but
also of interest to game developers who want to
produce videogames for mathematics education,
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Mathematics Education for a New Era: Video Games
as a Medium for Learning describes exactly what is
involved in designing and producing successful math
educational videogames that foster the innovative
mathematical thinking skills necessary for success in
a global economy. Read the author's monthly MAA
column Devlin's Angle
Meet some of the most intriguing sea-dwelling
animals on Earth and learn about their superstar
abilities—from hunting and hiding to solving puzzles
and playing. Discover how these spectacular marine
animals and others use their smarts and skills to
thrive in oceans all over the world.
Traditional fold stories, myths, and fables to
encourage children to learn about different cultures.
When Charles Darwin published The Origin of
Species in 1859, he forever altered the way people
looked at their place in the world humans were just
another animal species that evolved from more
primitive life forms. After graduating college, Charles
was hired as a naturalist aboard the HMS Beagle
where he would collect the specimens he would use
to make the case for biologic evolution through
natural selection. By the time he returned to England
in 1836 he was a celebrity, but it would be more than
20 years before he published his groundbreaking
work. Darwin s theory ultimately helped Richard
Owen solve the riddle of the enormous fossils found
all over the world they were not dragon bones of
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lore, but the remnants of extinct species that once
inhabited the earth.Darwin and the True Story of the
Dinosaurs is a fast-paced, entertaining biography of
the naturalist who changed humankind s
understanding of its origins. In addition to its lively
story, it includes 220 illustrations, a glossary, and
sidebars covering related topics, from fossils to
continental drift to medicine in the 19th century."
Help Your Dragon Break His Tech Addiction. A Cute
Children Story to Teach Kids to Balance Life and
Technology.
An Italian actor early this century is smitten by the
admiration of a woman in the audience. The whole
thing goes to his head and leads to his ruin. By the
author of Floria Tosca.
This collection of linked stories by internationally
renowned evolutionist Lynn Margulis reveals science
from the inside--its thrills, disappointments, and
triumphs. A largely fictional account, it draws on her
decades of experience to portray the poor judgment,
exhaustion, and life-threatening dedication of real
scientists--their emotional preoccupations, sexual
distractions, and passions for research. The esoteric,
demanding, sometimes exhilarating world of science
emerges from the shadows of its passive narrative
into the sunlight of the personal voice of those who
attempt to wrench secrets directly from nature. All of
us who struggle to balance family, professional, and
social commitments with intellectual quest will be
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intrigued by the humanity of these tales.
Discover interesting facts about different plants and
animals, and how to identify them. Learn about the
weather, farming, energy, transport, space and
more.
When we are in a couple, when we question
ourselves about the experience of coupledom or as
we form a new partnership, very often we forget that
the couple is a third compared to the two that
compose it. The couple has its own rules, its phases,
its needs, its conscience. Very often the difficulties
that we encounter in the affairs of love are linked
precisely to this, to the inability to read and guide the
couple by building a true union that is recalls this
third being made by two. What exactly does that
mean? How can we create union in the couple? A
journey towards unconditional love and true inner
happiness, starting with the most recent discoveries
in neuroscience and energetic psychology, which
leads to the peaks of a reflection on the Soul and the
leap of Conscience that Love offers us, enriched by
real cases and stories and accompanied by a
practical guide for the happy couple which is both
comprehensive and effective. The love which we can
live today is no longer destined to make us suffer,
but to make us free. Now, more than ever, we can
know its anatomy and penetrate its mysteries. Erica
F. Poli is a psychiatric doctor, psychotherapist and
counsellor. As a member of scientific societies
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including IEDTA, ISTDP Institute and OPIFER, her
background includes a profound and eclectic
psychotherapeutic training that has granted her the
skill to bridge the world of the psyche with that of
spirituality. Therein she has developed her own
personal interdisciplinary and psychosomatic
working method which is continuously updated
through her active participation in and organization
of courses, congresses and scientific publications.
She is dedicated to the development of Integrative
Medicine with the implementation of traditional
pharmacology with phyto and nutraceuticals, and the
use of innovative and deeply rooted therapeutic
techniques grounded in modern neuro-scientific
knowledge on the functioning of the mind. She is not
limited by treating single psychic disturbances but
takes care of and shows attention to each person as
a mind-body whole.
Belka, Why Don’t You Bark? begins in 1943, when Japanese
troops retreat from the Aleutian island of Kiska, leaving four
military dogs behind. One of them dies in isolation, and the
others are taken under the protection of U.S. troops.
Meanwhile, in the USSR, a KGB military dog handler kidnaps
the daughter of a Japanese yakuza. Named after the Russian
astronaut dog Strelka, the girl develops a psychic connection
with canines. A multi-generational epic as seen through the
eyes of man’s best friend, the dogs who are used as mere
tools for the benefit of humankind gradually discover their true
selves, and learn something about us. -- VIZ Media
Margherita Hack, esploratrice delle
stelleGrandissimiExplorers: Amazing Tales of the World's
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Greatest Adventures
Over the course of his career, George Orwell wrote about
many things, but no matter what he wrote the goal was to get
at the fundamental truths of the world. He had no place for
dissemblers, liars, conmen, or frauds, and he made his
feelings well-known. In Orwell on Truth, excerpts from across
Orwell’s career show how his writing and worldview
developed over the decades, profoundly shaped by his
experiences in the Spanish Civil War, and further by World
War II and the rise of totalitarian states. In a world that seems
increasingly like one of Orwell’s dystopias, a willingness to
speak truth to power is more important than ever. With Orwell
on Truth, readers get a collection of both powerful quotes and
the context for them.
Meet famous explorers and adventurers in this exciting nonfiction storybook for children. Venture into steaming jungles in
search of lost temples, fight off frostbite in the Arctic, and
blast off into space! Great explorers have one thing in
common - a desire to leap into the unknown, no matter how
dangerous that might be. From Ferdinand Magellan's first
circumnavigation of the world 500 years ago to Barbara
Hillary's treks to the North and South poles while in her
seventies, Explorersdocuments the trials and hardships of the
men and women who rewrote our understanding of the world,
and showed us what humans are capable of. Explorerslooks
at the towering achievements of more than 50 explorers in
great detail, with incredible cross-sections revealing the
amazing detail inside Spanish galleons, lost cities, and
spaceships. Hand-drawn maps reveal their intrepid journeys
in great detail, and photographs highlight the artefacts and
relics they found along the way. The explorers come from all
walks of life and parts of the world. Packed with jaw-dropping
facts and written in language that will get the heart racing,
Explorersis the perfect book for any budding young
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adventurer, combining both beautiful illustrations by Jessamy
Hawke and fantastic photography.
Will Tom ever have a story of his own? Tom Trueheart's six
older brothers are famous. They go on exciting quests in the
Land of Stories to complete tales the Story Bureau assigns
them. Tom stays at home with his mother. But when his
brothers fail to return from their latest adventures in time for
Tom's twelfth birthday, a letter from the Story Bureau arrives .
. . addressed to Tom. Only he can venture into the Land of
Stories to find out why his brothers haven't completed their
missions. Tom packs his bags and kisses his mother goodbye. He's about to discover a tale of his own. . . . How will it
end?
When one of the players in a murder game is killed,
seventeen-year-old Anna and her twin brother realize that
their circle of friends may conceal a real murderer.
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